Editorial
Following the first, successful edition of our newsletter „contagi COMPACT
in 180 seconds“, we received a lot of very kind and constructive feedback
from you, our readers. We therefore look forward to bringing you selected
news on contagi and our activities on a regular basis in future.
And we already have one major news item for you: we have completely
revamped

our

website

www.contagi.ch.

Amongst

other

interesting

information on our group of companies, you can find this newsletter there,
too.
In this edition, we also report on our activities at contagi ADVOKATUR and
contagi MANAGEMENT; we introduce our new partners, Dr. Marc Heiden
(contagi MANAGEMENT) and Martin Tjan (JP contagi), and look back on the
contagious events to date.
And now, the contagi crew wish you a happy 180 seconds of reading!
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contagi ADVOKATUR

contagi MANAGEMENT

short presentation

short presentation

www.contagi.ch/contagi-advokatur

Legal advice and extended legal services.

contagi ADVOKATUR is an owner-managed

The

law firm specialising in legal assistance for

examination

Consulting expertise for your entrepreneurial success.

from

The ongoing transformation of the entrepreneurial

We have developed our own HR governance

contractual

and digital worlds is placing new demands on the

model with an HR cockpit, job mapping and

small and medium-sized enterprises. It was

provisions, for example of regulations regarding

work and processes of HR: personnel-intensive

supportive change management. The aim of this

founded and incorporated into the contagi

termination or restraints of trade, to the drafting

business models need to be restructured, new

comprehensive approach is to encourage the

group of companies in 2018.

of comprehensive contracts. Of course, expert

forms of work need to be established, etc.

systematic development of the HR department

With its focus on employment law, data
protection law, insurance law and general

legal

www.contagi.ch/contagi-management

services

provided

of

individual

range

representation in legal disputes is also included in
these services.

contagi MANAGEMENT supports you in the
development and implementation of holistic HR

itself as well as the employees within the
company.

contract law, contagi ADVOKATUR completes

contagi ADVOKATUR is headed by Tim Hallas, an

strategies as well as providing you with selective

We offer needs-oriented support in areas such

the service portfolio of the contagi GROUP.

attorney-at-law with many years of experience

and

topics.

as aptitude diagnostics, incentive systems and

as a lawyer, in-house lawyer, consultant and

Depending on our clients‘ needs (across projects),

the development of remuneration systems or

entrepreneur.

we work as Trusted Advisors, as consultants and in

company pension schemes. Moreover, as part

consulting teams on specific projects, as interim

of our People Due Diligence, we will work with

managers or via business process outsourcing.

you during M&A processes or organizational

individual

support

on

specific

development projects to identify the strengths
and development needs of key individuals. This
service supplements the Financial Due Diligence
process by factoring in information on „soft“
factors relevant for the transaction.

Contact:
Tim Hallas

Contact:
Dr. Marc Heiden, Wolf Kahles & Andreas Tenkmann
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Get to know our Partners

Get to know our Partners

JP contagi

contagi MANAGEMENT

Martin Tjan

Managing Partner JP contagi / Düsseldorf

Partner contagi MANAGEMENT / Frankfurt

Dr. Marc Heiden

Martin Tjan has been heading the German-

Since 2018, he and his family have been living back

On 1 May 2019, we welcomed Dr. Marc Heiden as

Before joining contagi, Marc was Senior Vice

Chinese joint venture JP contagi since its

in his hometown of Dusseldorf. Martin’s main focus

a partner at contagi MANAGEMENT.

President Global HR & Legal at the HCS Group,

foundation in mid-2018 (cf. contagi KOMPAKT

currently lies on assisting clients from the so-called

Edition 01/19).

D-A-CH region (Germany, Austria, Switzerland)

He has been working in Executive Search for 15
years, with a regional focus on China. During
his career, Martin has worked for international
consulting firms in Dusseldorf and spent eight
years living and working in Shanghai, China.

to fill management positions in China. He and his
team also support Chinese companies searching
for employees in Europe. Martin’s clients are
predominantly companies within the automotive,
machinery & plant engineering and automation
industry.

Marc provides advisory services across all areas
of human resource management, with a special
focus on remuneration and social benefits (e.g.
company pension schemes and working time
accounts). He is a recognised expert in the
realignment of remuneration models, incentive
programs and pension plans, prompted by
the

respective

company’s

situation:

post-

also acting as a Board Member. Prior to that, he
worked as Director HR Executive Management
and Manager Compensation & Benefits at BASF
SE. At the beginning of his career, he worked as a
management assistant at what is now the private
network of clinics, Median Kliniken. Marc studied law
in Mannheim, Passau, Mainz and Angers (France)
and holds a doctorate (Dr. iur.).

Martin holds a degree in Regional Science and

merger integration, restructuring, consolidation,

Marc lives in Mannheim. He is a passionate tennis

studied at the University of Duisburg-Essen and the

harmonisation, employer attractiveness, etc.

player and enjoys German literature.

Shanghai East China Normal University.

Moreover, he supports clients wishing to implement

He likes to spend his free time with his family and

or improve their operational HR processes,

doing sports.

helps them with „job mapping“ as a tool for
organisational development, and advises them
on collective bargaining and operational policy
issues. He also oversees his clients’ transformation
processes

and

successfully

initiates

change within their organisations.

martin.tjan@jp-contagi.com

marc.heiden@contagi.ch

cultural
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contagious Events

contagious Events

Retrospective of events in the first half of 2019

Retrospective of events in the first half of 2019

contagi Insights „Digitaler Hub Frankfurt”

Workshop „Candidate Management“ at RheinMain University of Applied Sciences

Under the heading contagi Insights – „Digital Hub Frankfurt“, Frank Zachmann, Managing

Under the heading „HR managers always ask twice – how to send out a

19
7 , 20
Mai 1

Partner at contagi DIGITAL IMPACT GROUP and Michael Jakobi, Project Manager at

correct and convincing application“, Patrick Krieg, Research Consultant

th

contagi REAL ESTATE, appeared before an interested audience of experts from the real

at contagi PERSONAL, led a fully-booked workshop at RheinMain

estate and digital economy on March 27 , 2019. Their keynote speech, „Real Estate and

University of Applied Sciences on May 17th, 2019. He presented “hard

Digital Infrastructures - Ambivalence or Coexistence?“,

facts” as well as tips and tricks for applying for a job. In small groups, the

prompted an animated discussion, which continued

students and graduates worked on more traditional topics surrounding

well into the networking part of the evening.

the application process, such as how to structure a cover letter. There

th

were also intense discussions of other interesting aspects, such as Myths

It became clear from the lively and positive responses

vs. Facts about interviews.

that there is great interest in creating links between
the digital and real estate sectors. The feedback also
contained a number of exciting suggestions for topics
for upcoming contagi Insights events.

The event had been organized in cooperation with the student

March

consultancy wi3 consulting. We received extremely positive feedback

19
th
27 , 20

already during, and also after, the workshop, thus laying the foundation
for our continued involvement with RheinMain University.

Outlook

Workshop „The 360° Onboarding Method“
Marcus Michel, Managing Partner at contagi PERSONAL and Sebastian Stockebrand,

You are most cordially invited to accompany

Head of Compliance & Transformation at matrix Systems & Consulting, presented their
contagious activity
Oktoberfest

newly developed 360° Onboarding concept at a workshop on April 8th, 2019.
The participants from industry, banking, consulting and the

September 21 , 2019 (save-the-date)

us to the Munich Oktoberfest on the famous
Theresienwiese.

st

real estate sector were able to take away many valuable

Dressed in traditional local costume and

practical, organisational and content-related tips as well as

dirndls, we will celebrate our contagious
contagee-network, partners & invited guests

examples of use. They were also asked to directly contribute to
the workshop through an intensive exchange of experiences
and an onboarding stocktaking exercise.
To request further information on our Onboarding consulting
offering, send us an e-mail with the subject line „360°
Onboarding“ to info@contagi.ch.

Munich, Theresienwiese

April

8 th ,20

19

“Bavarianism” on the opening weekend,
when the first beer keg is tapped.
As every year, this is a chance for us all to

Networking

network in a fun setting with tasty food and
lots of freshly tapped Oktoberfest beer.

contagi is an owner-managed group of companies working
in the fields of executive search, interim management,
management- and legal consultancy, with a partial focus on
specific fields or industries. contagi aims for the utmost level of
client satisfaction by providing the greatest possible benefits to
clients through sustainable partnerships. This is why we operate
from several locations in Switzerland, Germany and China.
True to our motto, “Solutions for entrepreneurial leaders“, we
support owner-managed companies as well as entrepreneurial
thinkers in decision-making roles within large, listed companies.
We have no specific industry focus.

Your executive search
team, offering high-quality
executive searches to
decision-makers with
entrepreneurial mindsets

Our solutions always encompass the organisation as a whole
– its business model, its strategy, and its overall management.
At the same time, we concentrate on helping individual
employees within the company to become more effective
and thus more successful.
This is due in no small part to the expertise of the associates and
partners in our company, who, as experienced entrepreneurs
or managers in a variety of organisations, have a strong client
perspective and excellent networks throughout the industrial
arena. Their skills and personal contacts, combined with
vital core competences, a powerful team as well as access
to a proven network of experts, ensure highly productive
consulting services.

Your solution for interim
fulfilment of a clearly defined
management role

Consulting expertise for your
entrepreneurial success

real estate

Your experts for the
digital economy
and infrastructure
development

Your solution for business
success in German-Asian
business relationships

Specialised HR solutions
in the real estate and
construction industry

Legal advice and
extended legal services

Hanauer Landstraße 126 - 128 | 60314 Frankfurt am Main | 069.173269310 | www.contagi.ch | info@contagi.ch

